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Introduction
This papsr undsrlinss ths naad for a battar 
undarstanding of Bogota's marginallead group of youth 
callad aaminaa or straat childran. At tha National 
Saminar for tha Problam of Gamines (Nalgar, 1969), a gamin 
was dafinad as a child whosa family bonds have baan 
weakened or severed, and thus tha child prefers to live on 
tha streets for lack of alternative means of education and 
protection.(1) Bogota, tha capital of Colombia, contains 
over 6 million inhabitants; approximately 12,000 Bogotanos 
are the abused and abandoned gamines. A 1985 study by El 
Tiempo. Colombia's leading newspaper, estimated that every 
day twelve more children leave their homes to live on the 
streets of Bogota.(2) These children soon learn to beg, 
steal and sleep on the streets. Tragically, they often die 
on the streets.
The gamines are largely ignored by the city. By some 
people they are feared and despised - and thus mistreated. 
Historically there has been a sad lack of attention, 
understanding, and support for the gamines of Bogota, 
although there are a few organizations within the city 
which have recently begun to address the problem of 
gamines and attempt solutions.
This paper is divided into two parts. The first part 
presents an explanation of Bogota's aaminismo. including
information on where those children oooo from, the 
conditions of thoir iifsstyls on ths streets, end sons of 
the problems end dangers they encounter dsily. The second 
pert briefly reviews how geeiniseo is being addressed by 
various relief organisations, both public and private. An 
in-depth look will be given st the Boseonia-La Florida 
Program at which I worked as a volunteer from August to 
December of 1987.
Spanish terms will be underlined the first time that 
they appear in the text.
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I. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM
Wiq Ars The, fi&alnwi?
The term "gamin" is of French origin end means 
"urchin". The gamin of Bogota is a child between the ages 
of six and seventeen who lives on the streets 24 hours a 
day. Gamines do not have any permanent home. They may 
have a family, but they do not receive any kind of 
economic support nor care from family members. Many 
times a gamin is a child who is trying to make life 
better for both himself and his family by making himself 
independent.
Of the approximately 12,000 gamines in the city, 98% 
of them are male.(3) Girls who end up on the street 
usually stay for just a short period until they are swept 
up into a prositution ring. Most of the gamines can be 
found, and are indeed quite visible, in Bogota's downtown 
area, the international sector, and south of the Plaza de 
Bolivar. The gamines organize themselves into groups 
called aalladas to perform odd jobs (such as car cleaning 
or selling lottery tickets), to beg for change, and to 
steal - an activity at which they are quite skillful. At 
night they take refuge under bridges, in doorways, in 
cardboard boxes, under sheets of plastic, or anything else 
which will provide them with shelter from Bogota's 
year-round cold and rainy climate.
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It is vsry important to racogniza that a gamin is 
forced to liva his life as if ha vara an adult. Tha 
privilagas and necessities of infancy ara suspended.
While he is still a young boy, mischievous and playful, 
he now has tha responsibility of his own survival. In 
Bogota, one of South America's largest cities, tha vary 
high rate of violence does not make survival on tha streets 
an easy task for anyone. A gamin's life is chaotic and 
dangerous. By the age of ten, most gamines have 
experienced a wide variety of drugs and alcohol, gang 
fights, heterosexual and homosexual encounters, and rape.
In 1984, Hector Babenco's film "Pixote" was shown for 
the first time in Bogota. "Pixote", a documentary about 
steatlife for tha gamines of Sao Paulo, Brazil, opened the 
eyas of many Bogotanos who had previously ignored the 
problems of gaminismo within their own city. The film 
produced a widespread reaction of horror and disbelief that 
children were living such an unimaginable existence in the 
urban underworld. "Pixote" was shortly banned by the 
Colombian government because of its strong content. The 
Comite de Trabajadores Voluntaries (CTV), a volunteer work 
force for gamines made up of Colombians and North 
Americans, was invited by the Colombian press to a private 
screening of "Pixote". The CTV brought along twelve 
Bogotano gamines. While the adults flinched at the movie's
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graphic scenes of violence, the gamines did not blink an 
eye. When asked their opinion of the film, the boys 
responded, "boring".
Causes of Gaminlsmo
Children become gamines for a number of reasons. Over 
the years, a number of possible explanations have been 
debated to account for the growing number of gamines in 
Bogota. Some ideas which have been presented include 
irresponsible parenting, the demographic explosion, and 
some people have even suggested that the gamines are 
receiving punishment from God for their "unchristian” ways. 
But gaminismo is not an isolated social phenomenon - it is 
related to unemployment, illiteracy, alcoholism, and 
poverty, as well as the many implications of each problem. 
Nor will gaminismo be completely eliminated in Bogota until 
steps are taken to improve each component of the problem.
The gamines first became a significant societal croup 
during "La Violencia", the bloody civil war which swept 
through Colombia between 1946 and 1958. Insecurity and 
discontent in the countryside intensified during this 
period and urbanization increased as peopln moved to the 
rapidly growing urban centers in search of employment.(4) 
Obviously such a demand on the cities resulted in a lack of 
employment and housing. Families were not able to support
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themselves nor provide a stable household for children.
Many boys and young men took to the streets in hopes of 
finding something better than the misery in their homes.
Today, Bogota is still plagued with slums and fighting 
high levels of both unemployment and underemployment. 
Adequate low-income housing is needed desperately and many 
neighborhoods lack clean water, sewage systems, 
electricity, heat, and other public services which are 
necessary for a minimal level of human well-being.
These impoverished families often have many children to 
care for. According to World Bank indicators, the 
average number of children born per women is four, as 
family planning clinics are not always accessible. As a 
result, children are being born to parents who have no 
economic means to care for them. In many cases, families 
only have one economic provider, which is usually a single 
mother. Sometimes a father may abandon the family, or in 
other cases the woman may have children out of wedlock. In 
1985, the Colombian Minister of Health, Jose Granada, 
estimated that the number of single mothers in Colombia was 
close to half a million. Of these women, 60% give birth to 
their first child before the age of 20.(5)
Often boys from families in the slum areas are sent 
out to beg on the streets. Sometimes girls are sent as 
well, but in most cases they are needed to stay home to
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perform household duties or to care for younger siblings. 
This is another reason to account for the much higher 
number of male gamines - girls are a much more valuable 
asset within the household. Once a boy is out on the 
streets during the day, he will often meet up with older 
siblings or friends who have become gamines. He gradually 
spends more and more time on the streets with the gamines 
and less time at home. Soon he finds that street life gives 
him more freedom than he has at home, as often the poverty 
and despair in a household lead to violence in the form of 
physical and/or sexual abuse. A life on the streets may 
not seem any more dangerous for a child who has been 
neglected or abused in his own home.
In one of the first comprehensive investigations on 
gamines, Marcos Granados Tellez found that over 50% of the 
parents of gamines were separated. Often the father will 
abandon the mother and begin living with another woman, or 
the mother will leave her husband to live with another man. 
In either case, step-parents are introduced into the 
household. Frequently, the stepfather or stepmother will 
mistreat and abuse children much more severely than a 
natural parent. Granados Tellez surveyed more than 100 
gamines and found that 45% considered their parents to be 
*bad people' because "they don't care about anything except 
mistreating their children, and their lives are dominated
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by alcohol and/or a stepfather or stepmother*1. When 
Granados Tellez asked the children why they left their 
homes, over 52% claimed it was because they were physically 
abused. 10% said that they were thrown out of their homes. 
Another 6% responded that their families were too poor to 
feed so many people.(6) A similar survey in 1987 by the 
Fundacion de Trabajo Para el Nuchacho de la Calle (FTMC) 
reported that 55% of the gamines interviewed left home 
because of family violence, and a significant 30% left 
because they had friends on the streets.(7)
Other children may be abandoned on the streets by 
parents who can no longer care for them, or orphaned when a 
parent or caretaker dies. Because of the recent violence 
in the countryside due to clashes between the guerrillas 
and the military, rural families are decomposing, a trend 
which was accelerated in contemporary Bogota by La 
Violencia. Doctor Jaime Roa, the Admissions Director of 
Minors for the Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar 
(ICBF) blames the proliferation of unprotected children on 
the break-down of rural families.(8) A 1981 ICBF survey 
found that 30% of abandoned children in Bogota had migrated 
from regions outside of the city limits.(9) Children from 
these poor rural areas may flee to the city, only to be 
faced with urban violence and poverty.
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Conditiona of Streetlife
Gamines can be classified into several categories 
depending on their individual positions within the process 
of becoming a gamin. (10) The "pregamin'' is a young boy, 
usually 5 to 7 years olds, who goes to school in the 
morning, and spends time with his friends on the streets 
during the afternoon. He only returns home at night. In 
most cases, the mother has to work all day, so the child is 
actually forced to care for himself. Frequently the 
pregamin, perhaps after a fight with family members, will 
run away from the house for two to three days before 
returning. At this stage the child is slowly breaking ties 
with his family.
The next step is the gamin de barrio or "neighborhood 
gamin". This is a child who has left his home to live on 
the streets, but still stays within his own neighborhood.
He no longer attends school, and here it should be noted 
that the average gamin has not completed more than 3 years 
of primary education.(11) The neighborhood gamin isn't yet 
ready to step out into the city or to totally break ties 
with his family. Neighborhood gamines are usually between 7 
to 9 years old. They can be found in large numbers in 
popular neighborhoods such as San Carlos, Santa Lucia, and 
Lucero.
The gamin de olla or the "authentic gamin" is a boy
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who has abandonad his horns and family to livs on ths 
strssts psrnanantly. Qlla refers to a city sector of the 
underworld such as San Victorino, where prostitution, drug 
trafficking, and the selling and buying of stolen goods are 
the main activity. The gamin at this point begins to form 
new values to survive in this sort of lifestyle. He is 
often more malicious than the neighborhood gamin, and he is 
very adept at thievery and pickpocketing. He is more 
daring and confident. After two or three years he will 
usually become a "predelinquent".
A boy from 14 to 17 years who lives exclusively by 
stealing is referred to as a "predelinquent". As he can no 
longer gain people's sympathy by begging, he will usually 
join a thievery ring which attempts large-scale robberies 
besides the usual pickpocketing and purse-snatching. The 
predelinquent is often drug-addicted. Obviously every gamin 
cannot be so simply categorized within these divisions, yet 
these categories are general enough to include most.
The "authentic gamines" form together into galladas. 
Galladas are daytime gangs of 5 to 6 boys who steal, beg, 
and work together. The galladas have a natural heirarchy 
which includes a group leader called the iefe or perro.
Some gamines prefer to say that there is no leader in their 
particular gallada; however, it is quite apparent that 
there will inevitably be one group member who is constantly
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the major decision-maker of the group. Sometimes the 
leader is the oldest boy in the group, but not always: it
is the boy who is the most daring and decisive who will be 
chosen as leader.
The older, more experienced boys in a gallada are 
referred to as largos. The youngest, smallest gamines are 
the chinches. and these boys play a very important role 
within the gallada. Because they are young, they are more 
likely to produce sympathy, and therefore more money, by 
begging. They are skillful pickpocketers as they are small 
and able to lose themselves easily on a crowded street. 
Often times the gallada will have a chinche distract 
someone while another group member robs him.
The coico is the newest member of the group and he 
must earn his way into the gallada. Often he is relegated 
to tasks such as collecting materials with which to make 
bonfires, or standing watch over the belongings and 
sleeping materials of the group (such as plastic sheets, 
cardboard boxes, etc.). As there are many mentally 
retarded gamines, sometimes these tasks are given to a 
gallada member with a mental disability. These gamines are 
called jlloppg.
Gamines like to wear loose, tattered clothing with 
many pockets for two different reasons. First, they like 
to look as ragged and destitute as they can to develop
sympathy while they are begging. Secondly, while they are 
stealing or pickpocketing, it is easier to move around with 
larga clothes and pockets make it convenient to hide stolen 
wallets, jewelry, etc.
Surprisingly, obtaining food is usually not a big 
problem for gamines. Galladas will share money gained from 
theft to buy food. They are also commonly known to strike 
deals with shopkeepers - the store owner will give the 
children repels, or the day's leftovers, if the children 
promise not to rob the store, nor harrass and/or beg from 
store clients. Stealing food is fairly easy in the open 
markets, and then of course gamines may also sift through 
garbage if they are especially desperate.
Gamines do earn money by "working91 at times. They 
can be very creative in providing services and 
entertainment for passerbyers in exchange for coins.
Very often they will board a bus and sing a song, recite a 
poem, or tell a joke. Upon completion they will ask each 
passenger for compensation, exit, and board a new bus.
They may also sell lottery tickets, contraband cigarettes, 
flowers, candies, and various small items such as 
shoelaces, to pedestrians or to people in cars. Bogota's 
heavy traffic congestion lends itself well to this type of 
service as the wait at a busy street intersection can be 
long. Gamines may also wash the windows or headlights of
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these stopped cars In return for coins.
Gamines obtain most of their money by stealing. 
Pickpocketing and purse-snatching are the most common forms 
of theft, although the gamines will also steal from stores 
and markets and parking lots (removing parts of 
automobiles). It is very easy to sell stolen items in the 
ollas. and the gamines are seldom caught. 1987 police 
statistics concluded that 90% of all street robberies 
perpetrated by gamines are never even registered because of 
the long, bureaucratic process involved in filing a 
complaint, particularly when it involves petty theft.(12) 
While the majority of the galladas are involved in 
petty theft, a number of more violent galladas are quickly 
springing up. In 1984 El Tlempo investigators identified 
40 galladas in Bogota, 80% of which were labeled as 
Minoffensive" because most of the group members were 
between the ages of 8 and 11 years.(13) Seven galladas were 
reported to be dangerous as they were made up of older, 
more violent youths. This corresponds with a recent ICBF 
investigation which found that predilinquent youths were 
becoming more threatening in Bogota. In 1982, juvenile 
delinquents accounted for less than 1% of perpetrators of 
crimes against life and personal integrity. In 1987 that 
number had dramatically increased to 16.2%. (14)
The gamines have their own unique vocabulary and
codewords which enables then to communicate secretly among 
themselves* This becomes especially useful when they are 
picked up by policemen or when they are planning a robbery. 
This special slang also promotes a sense of unity and 
brotherhood between the group members* Each member of a 
gallada Is given a nickname which may be derived from a 
specific trait or physical characteristic of the child, 
such as ••Rabbit”, ”Ugly Boy”, or ”Bionic Eye”. (15) It is by 
the name of his gallada that a gamin will identify himself* 
A gallada will most often be named in reference to the 
group*s usual geographic location, such as ”gallada de la 
veintidos” or ”gallada del Bolivariano”.
The galladas are very loyal and tight-knit, ihe 
groups* internal law is silence and protection of the 
group. This is especially important if a group member 
falls into the hands of the police. Any member who betrays 
the group or another group member is called a sapo or 
•'toad” and is subject to extreme humiliation before the 
group. Often a sapo will be severely assaulted by all the 
gallada members both physically and sexually. In some 
cases, the sapo will be thrown out of the gallada.
Camadas are the night-time groups and are made up of 
two or more galladas. Camadas in Bogota are known to have 
anywhere from 10 to 200 boys. The camada is the family 
unit of the gamin and has the strongest group cohesion;
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sometimes girls may be included in the camadas. The members 
cf a camada convene at dinnertime, when all of the goods 
and food obtained during the day are shared. Sometimes the 
camadas will have animals, usually a few dogs for comfort 
and protection. The camadas often have their own set of 
rules for members, and interestingly, many have drug 
regulations. Some camadas have a rule of 'no drugs'. Other 
camadas will allow marijuana, but prohibit any other type 
of drug use within the group.
Dangers of Streetlife
Obviously gamines face many health problems due to 
their unsanitary living conditions and lack of medical 
attention. Malnutrition is more common than 
undernutrition. Gamines usually have enough to eat, yet 
their intake is extremely unbalanced. Diseases and 
infections run rampant among gamines, especially because of 
their close contact with one another. Head and body lice 
are commonplace as are skin diseases and tuberculosis. 
Venereal diseases are also frequently spread among 
gamines, including even the youngest boys. Cuts from 
knives or other sharp weapons often become infected. Burns 
and drug-related injuries are also prevalent and these 
serious wounds often go untreated because the children will 
not want to face questioning at a hospital. Some gamines
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even have bullet wounds from run-ins with security guards 
or policemen.
Homosexual activity is quite frequent within the 
camadas. As the boys sleep huddled together for comfort 
and warmth, their natural desire for physical affection is 
not surprising. However, not all of this sexual activity 
can be excused by adolesence, curiosity, or lack of 
parental affection. At times these "games" can become 
quite violent, such as when group members sodomize another 
member to punish him. Because gamines live in underworld 
sectors, there are often men on the streets who will pay a 
child to perform sexual acts. According tc the 1987 FTMC 
report, almost 15% of the boys surveyed admitted to 
regularly prostituting themselves.(18) As mentioned 
previously, all types of venereal diseases are transmitted 
within the camadas which are seldomly treated.
Police brutality is unfortunately a common problem for 
gamines. The power of the state is precisely 
exercised most against the weaker and more marginal 
members of society. Gamines provide, then, a useful 
target for exploitation. Often policemen will force a 
gamin to give them money or stolen goods in exchange for 
being let go without a beating. Periodic police campaigns 
to get rid of the gamines in the downtown area can often be 
quite cruel and abusive. Bogota policemen have been known
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to beat gamines and then shave their heads to humiliate 
them in front of their friends. Police also patrol the 
park fountains where the gamines bathe, as they have been 
given legal rights to remove the children by force.(16) 
Recently more attention has been paid to police cruelty 
towards these children as a result of a well publicized 
incident which occurred in September of 1987. A young 
gamin had stolen a gold chain from a male pedestrian, and 
then ran to hide. A policeman witnessing the theft caught 
the gamin and dragged him back to the pedestrian who then 
proceeded to savagely beat the child. The policeman stood 
by and observed this beating without interfering in any 
way. A television reporter who happened to be in the 
vicinity filmed the entire incident and clips were shown on 
that evening's news. The public reacted strongly to this 
apparent abuse of authority by the policeman and, since 
then, attempts have been made to recognize the rights of 
gamines.(17)
Tragically, a more frightening form of violence in 
the city has been increasing within the past few years. 
Death squads on "clean-up operations" have been randomly 
killing members of marginal groups such as prostitutes, 
homosexuals and gamines as well. Social workers have 
reported horror stories of finding children with extensive 
acid burns all over their bodies or suffocated in plastic
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bags.
Drug addiction Is rapidly becoming one of the most 
dangerous problems for gamines. Soon after a child begins 
life on the streets he is initiated into a world of drugs 
and an almost inevitable addiction. This phenomenon of 
drug abuse is not surprising as these substances ward off 
hunger, provide entertainment, and temporarily relieve the 
stresses of streetlife. The 1987 report by the Fundacion de 
Trabajo Para el Nuchacho de la Calle (FTMC) has the most 
current and detailed data on drug abuse by gamines. Their 
investigation included an analysis of the most commonly 
used drugs and their effects on the children, as well as 
research on the gamines' attitudes toward drug consumption.
The most widely used drugs on the streets are pecrante. 
marijuana, and basuco. Peaante. or industrial shoe glue, 
is the cheapest, and therefore the most commonly used drug 
among the gamines. In fact 90% of the gamines interviewed 
by the FTMC said that they began their drug habits by first 
using pegante. It is a thick, yellow substance which is 
inhaled through the nose from a bottle. As the glue is 
highly toxic, by being inhaled it can coat the lungs and 
cause great and irreparable damage to both the respiratory 
system and the brain. Continued use of the drug can be 
fatal. Other effects of pegante include gum recession, 
hair loss, bone decalcification, and the impediment of
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blood coagulation in cuts. The child loses both appetite 
and speech, and a decrease of bodily coordination. A 
bottle of pegante will last for two days and can be bought 
by the children over the counter.(19)
Marijuana is used by gamines almost as much as 
pegante. 60% of the children claimed to consume a 
combination of marijuana and pegante. Marijuana, a natural 
drug smoked like a cigarette, is most dangerous because it 
can be psychologically addictive and lead to consumption of 
more lethal drugs. Marijuana is cheap and easily available 
in the ollas. Unlike pegante, which gamines buy and 
consume individually, marijuana is shared within the 
galladas to promote brotherhood and security.(20)
Basuco (21) is a crudely processed form of cocain* 
which contains dangerous contaminants such as sulfuric 
acid, potassium, and/or gasoline. Basuco is smoked, most 
often in combination with marijuana or regular cigarette 
tobacco. Under the effects of basuco, a child will lose 
his appetite, experience loosening of the skeletal muscles, 
and hallucinate. The euphoric state induced by basuco only 
lasts for a short duration, and thus an obsessive desire 
for continued consumption results. Basuco addicts will 
behave in an irrational and confused manner. Only 21.4% of 
the gamines surveyed admitted to using basuco regularly. 
Reportedly, the quality of basuco sold on the streets is
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worsening. Due to the high demand for cocaine in the 
United States, street basuco is now being combined with 
dust, sand, and chemicals to keep up with the high 
demand.(22)
Other forms of drugs used prevalently among gamines 
include various pills (pepas) - barbituates, amphetamines, 
and hallucinogens - and alcohol. At one time, gasoline was 
frequently used as an inhalant. Now, however, because most 
of the cars in Bogota have locks on the fuel tanks and gas 
stations secure their pumps at night, gasoline is not as 
readily available to the gamines.(23) Gamines have been 
known to drink concotions called pIpos which can be fatal. 
Pipos are mixtures of beer, milk, aguardiente, soda, and 
gasoline. The gamines will drink pipos to show off their 
strength and bravery in front of their peers.
Most of the gamines interviewed stated that older 
members of their gallada or camada had initiated them to 
drugs. A smaller number (21.9%) claimed that they were 
initiated by drug pushers on the streets, who usually give 
'free gifts' or cheap prices until the gamin is addicted. 
Most gamines have had such a large exposure to drugs that 
they do not see them as socially or morally wrong. When 
the FTMC survey asked the gamines why they used drugs, over 
83% said that they were not sure why. only 16% said 
that they used to drugs "to feel good" or "for
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pleasure".(24) Apparently, In most cases drugs become a 
habitual means of passing time and relieving stress, as 
opposed to a means of getting 'high1.
Future Prospects for Gamines
Once a gamin reaches the age of 16 or 17, he can 
rarely live on the streets with as much ease as a younger 
child. He is no longer viewed be society as a gamin, but 
rather as a criminal. He looks threatening because he is 
an adult, and therefore he receives little money by 
begging. If he does continue to live on the streets he 
will face policemen who will often beat him (with no 
resistance from society nor the authorities) or put him in 
jail.
If the gamin has made contacts in an olla, he may very 
well become involved in underworld activities such as 
organized crime rings, buying and selling stolen 
merchandise, prostitution, or drug vending. A less 
profitable alternative would be to find odd jobs such as 
selling small items on the street, attending parking lots, 
shining shoes, or reselling trash (garbage bags, newspaper, 
cardboard, etc.). Often gamines find themselves back in 
the urban slums as adults with children of their own, and 
thus create and continue a vicious cycle of poverty and 
family decomposition.
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Another option for a gamin is to join one of 
Colombia's many guerrilla movements in the countryside.
For gamines in Bogota, this is not a likely occurrence, but 
for gamines and poor children in the rural areas it is much 
more plausible. It has commonly been reported that more 
children are being recruited and trained in various 
guerrilla groups.(25)
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II. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Organizations for Gamines
Many public and private institutions exist in Bogota 
which nay provide one or more of the following services for 
ganines:
1) nighttime shelters or dormitories.
2) reception centers which try to identify children 
and establish contact with their families.
3) observation centers which examine the children 
from a psychopedagogical and/or psychiatric view and 
then determine what type of institution would be most 
adequate for each child.
4) rehabilitation centers which attempt to educate 
the children with primary schooling and/or vocational 
or agricultural training.(26)
The Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar (ICBF) 
was established in 1968. It is a governmental organization 
for the protection of mothers and children, and is largely 
funded by UNICEF. Their various programs annually see to 
more than 24,000 abandoned children, which some 
extraofficial sources say may be only 20% of the total 
number of children in need of such services.(27) ICBF 
sponsors a number of emergency shelters which evaluate the 
conditions of each admitted child and then determine where 
to place him or her.
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Bieneatar Social dal Distrito, an ICBF branch, will 
only admit infants and childran under 7 years of age who do 
not have street experience.(28) Frequently infants who 
have been found abandoned in cardboard boxes or paper bags 
are sent to the shelters, many of them mongoloid or with 
skin and/or limb deformities. Younger children will often 
go off to the shelters of their own accord, and ICBF 
reports that 80% of these children are victims of parental 
abuse. If the child wants to be reunited with his or her 
family, workers will make every attempt to locate the 
mother or father. A few years ago, the shelters had a 
problem with policemen and priests going on searches of 
downtown Bogota to "rescue" children of prostitutes and 
then deliver them to the shelters. In 1984, over 3000 of 
these children were returned to their mothers with the help 
of Club de la Television, a program to reunite 
families.*«*9)
In the ICBF shelters tor older children, about 7 new 
children are admitted daily who have committed crimes 
against society. The children may stay up to 15 days while 
a judge investigates the severity of their delinquency, and 
ICBF workers research the individual problems of each 
child.(30) "Healthy" children, that is, children 
considered mentally and physically fit, who are admitted 
to a shelter and cannot be reunited with their families are
sent to institutions which have contractua eements with 
ICBF. "Unhealthy” children, with physical < mental 
problems, are sent to one of ICBF's own sp 
institutions. Female child prostitutes are sent to another 
special reception center of ICBF. The major drawback is 
that every one of these institutions has a serious 
limitation of available spaces,(31)
In cooperation with Father Javier de Nicolo and the 
Bosconia-La Florida Program, ICBF established a 'Children’s 
Citadel? which opened in 1985. The citadel is a 
rehabilitation school for gamines. Facilities include five 
dormitory houses, a theatre, study salons, recreation 
areas, a library, and a 'friendship plaza' for social 
activities. Children may live at the citadel for up to two 
years. When they reach the age of 14 they are sent to 
Father Nicolo's special program for older boys. The 
citadel contains adequate facilities for 500 children. 
Besides primary schooling, a child may choose to learn a 
vocational skill such as metalworking, cabinetworking, or 
industrial mechanics.(32)
In 1986, ICBF in coordination with the National Police 
and the Alcaldia Mayor de Bogota, initiated the Program for 
Protection of Minors. The campaign objective is directed 
toward rehabilitating juvenile delinquents as opposed 
to putting them into prison or correctional centers. This
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program also attempts to assist child laborers by promoting 
and regulating special work places where children can earn 
money without risk of exploitation, and learn a skill as 
well. (33)
The Fundacion de Trabajo Para el Muchacho de la Calle 
(FTMC) is a non-profit organization established in Bogota 
in 1987. It was formerly the Comite de Trabajadores 
Voluntarios (CTV) which worked for four years giving 
medical attention to gamines with the assistance of 
Ex-First Lady Dona Viria Turbay's group, Solidarity for 
Colombia. The CTV emphasized the development of programs 
for the gamines within their own environment - the street. 
The organization gave first aid and follow-up care to over 
500 children every week. Now, functioning as the FTMC, the 
group is establishing a health clinic and other services 
for children on the streets. The FTMC also concentrates 
its effort on research programs and has an extensive 
information bank. Areas of special FTMC concern include 
economic and social factors which influence the behavior 
and lifestyle of gamines, drug addiction, and the evolution 
of the gamines' street slang.(34)
The Aldeas Infantiles S.O.S. is another non-profit 
foundation for the protection of orphaned and abandoned 
children which operates in 77 countries. The program in 
Colombia is called the Aldea de Ninos de Colombia and has
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been in operation since 1971. The program runs j 
communities comprised of 'family units'. A family unit is 
headed by a single woman with social and psycholc leal 
training to care for children who are not her own. She 
will live in a house with an average of 12 children. The 
program has 21 family units, a vegetable garden, and seven 
vocational workshops where the children learn ceramics, 
carpentry, sewing, breadmaking, laundering, and electrical 
skills. The program also has a school for traditional 
studies. The children stay in the community until they 
find outside employment and are ready to become 
independent. The Aldea is mostly financed by various 
European governments, but it does receive some funds from 
national entities, among them, the ICBF.(35)
In 1984, El Tiempo investigators found that over 7000 
children were living in shelters, rehabilitation programs, 
and reception centers.(36) That number has grown 
significantly since then, yett there are still thousands of 
children who cannot be cared for due to lack of space and 
resources. Some organizations have attempted to deal with 
the gamines who are still on the streets either because 
they prefer the streets to an institution or because of the 
lack of space in the above mentioned places. The FTMC is 
one of these organizations bringing services to the 
streets, as is the Colombian Red Cross which gives medical
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retention, anti lict t t ,t«tnt, and soap to ganinas.
Bosconia-La Florida: Founding
The Bosconia-La Florida Program was founded in 1971 by 
Father Javier de Nicolo, an Italian priest who moved to 
Colombia in 1947. Father Nicolo became interested and 
concerned about the problems of gaminismo while working in 
a prison facility for juvenile delinquents. Most of the 
children he worked with were gamines, and Father Nicolo 
soon recognized the lack of assistance available for these 
abandoned children. Although some private and public 
organizations, including the Instituto Colombiano de 
Bienestar Familiar, were working on the problems of 
gamines, they were not able to keep up with the greatly 
increasing number of children leaving their homes every 
day.(36)
After obtaining official support, Father Nicolo 
launched a project called Operation Friendship. With a 
group of teachers, Father Nicolo began to visit gamines in 
their camadas during the evening, bringing with them 
guitars and candy. The group went every Thursday night to 
visit the camadas to establish a mutual trust and 
friendship with the children. At the same time, El Patio 
de la Once vas established in one of the most dangerous
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ollas of Bogota. At the Patio, gamines can receive a 
variety of services, such as medical and dental care, food, 
and baths. Children are invited to the Patio on Thursday 
nights and they are allowed to come and go as they please.
Operation Friendship, which is still in existence 
today, was the start of an extensive and successful program 
of rehabilitation for gamines called Bosconia-La Florida: 
Bosconia after Italian priest Don Bosco who developed a 
pedagogy based on small communities of children, and La 
Florida after Father Nicolo's "Republic of Boys” in Bogota. 
The program now has various dormitories and educational 
facilities, including La Florida, a model community of 500 
boys which is governed and economically administered by the 
children themselves. The District Institute for the 
Protection of Children (IDIPRON) has since been established 
under the program auspices, as has the San Carlos Service 
Foundation for Juvenile Orientation, an industrial entity 
competing in the Colombian private sector in order to raise 
funds for the program budget.(37)
BQggonifl-La.Elarlfla s__general SMl.g and iflftplQgy
The primary ideology of the Bosconia-La Florida 
program is based on two beliefs. The first is that each 
gamin is the product of an impoverished and miserable 
household. Secondly, on the streets, the gamin finds a new
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"freedom” and begins to reject any traditional values he 
may have had previously. Therefore, the program’s intent 
is to ^ive the child as much freedom as possible to allow 
for his independent nature, while guiding h ’m toward a 
process of education and socialization.(39)
The general objectives of the Bosconia-La Florida 
program are the following:
1.) to exclusively attend children of the streets, 
especially the most needy. The only exception wil) be 
those children with grave mental disturbances who 
should be put in the care of special facilities 
equipped with the technical resources necessary to 
assist them.
2•) to understand that the gamin is not an abnormal 
child. Consequently, he does not need a psychiatric 
clinic, but rather an education within an environment 
of freedom in order to live a free life.
3. ) to promote an exceptionally motivating and 
hospitable atmosphere as a therapeutic resource for 
the child.
4. ) to base therapy on socioproductive work and 
friendship.
5. ) to practice "reflection of action" as a 
fundamental working method.
6. ) to avoid depersonalization and to promote the
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positive dynamics of small groups.
7. ) to ensure that th^ educators have a consistent 
attitude of sharing \ maximum amount of time with the 
child.
8. ) to favor a festive environment and intensive 
artistic activiy.
9. ) to proceed with a gradual orientation of the 
child toward self-government and toward the 
organization of a self-financed educational project.
10. ) to promote the pedagogy of Don Bosco.
The Bosconia-La Florida program has a philosophy of 
education with roots in recent theories of special 
education, such as the sociopedagogical or psychosocial 
system, or autogovernment theory. This sociopedagogical 
system consists of bringing children together to form 
their own community and society in which they govern 
themselves through legislative, executive, and judicial 
powers. The program does not believe in educating children 
by teaching them conditioned reflexes, by giving them 
manipulative advice, or by making them docile under an 
authoritarian system. Bosconia-La Florida believes in 
letting the child learn, play, and make decisions in his 
own unique manner. The role of the program is to be a 
guide and a resource - not a regulator.
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Boaconia-La Florida:__Program Stflgftg
The first stage of the program is Operation Friendship 
which is carried out on the street. The objective of this 
stage is to develop a friendly relationship with the 
gamin and to gain his acceptance and trust. Operation 
Friendship involves three activities: 'calle-calle',
street clubs, and the Patio de la Once.
Calle-calle involves visiting the gamines at night 
when they are in their camadas. As the boys 'work' with 
their galladas during the day it is impossible to carry out 
these visits until after sundown. A small group of 
educators who have been specially trained and selected will 
visit various camadas during an evening, often bringing 
with them guitars and cigarettes. Many of these educators 
are well known among the gamines and greeted with 
enthusiasm. The educators will spend time with the camadas 
singing, talking, and sharing cigarettes. When the 
calle-calle was first initiated the educators would bring 
candy for the children. Soon it became evident that the 
gamines did not consider candy to be much of a treat. In 
fact, in one instance, an educator tried to offer candy to 
a boy who, apparently, was half asleep. The boy, obviously 
annoyed, said "don't kid me - you woke me up for some lousy 
candy?".(40) The educators then began to bring cigarettes, 
which the gamines receive with much more appreciation. The
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gamines are usually quite frank and open among the 
educators, and often tell stories of various run-ins with 
policemen, attempted robberies, and sexual exploits. The 
educators are trained not to make judgements of the 
children, but to use the information as a means of 
understanding gaminismo.
A second activity of Operation Friendship is to 
organize 'street clubs'. Periodically, educators will 
invite the gamines on day excursions or special events, 
such as bus trips to the outskirts of Bogota to go swimming 
and picnicking. The educators will arrange a designated 
meeting spot where they will pick up the children in the 
morning. The gamines are then taken to the Club de 
Externos, where they can bathe and eat breakfast before the 
excursion. The goal of the street club is to allow the 
gamines to become children again, if only for a day. The 
street club also allows the educators to share daytime 
activities with the children, and like 'calle-calle', it is 
a means of promoting friendship and trust between 
themselves and the gamines. Again, the educator is 
trained to approach the gamin in an easy, relaxed manner, 
and to avoid any paternalistic or judgemental comments 
or behavior.
During both the calle-calle and the street club 
activities, the educators invite the children to the Patio
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de la Once. Ti 'Once1, located In downtown B jota off 
Caracas Avenue, . in one of the most dangerous city 
neighborhoods - , common olla for gamin activities. The
Once is a building and courtyard where the gamines can go 
during the day for a variety of services, including medical 
and dental attention, hot water showers, hot meals, and 
haircuts. They may also leave clothes to be washed and 
disinfected.
Workers at the Once try to promote an atmosphere of 
freedom and respect. They do not try to 'reform* the 
gamines, nor do they impose any restrictions on them. A 
child may come and go from the Once whenever he likes 
between 8:00am and 4:30pm. The children may leave their 
'valuables' with one of the workers while they bathe, and 
frequently drugs and weapons are among their possessions. 
The educator will never, under any circumstances, take 
anything away from a child. However, sometimes an educator 
may buy drugs from a child and then destroy them, but only 
upon agreement with the child. The Once has recreational 
facilities for the gamines, and soccer is a favorite 
activity. Gamines will usually spend their mornings at the 
Once, and leave after lunch to begin their 'work'on the 
streets•
Once a child is known by workers at the unce, they 
will ask if he is interested in the next program stage,
called Liberia. If the child is indeed interested, he must 
discuss this next stage thoroughly with one of the workers, 
and then 'ask permission' to enter the program. The primary 
objective of Liberia is to motivate the child to leave the 
streets permanently. This program stage has two houses, 
one called Liberia, situated near the Patio de la Once, and 
Camarin, located in another popular downtown neighborhood 
called La Candelaria. Each house can accomodate from 30 to 
40 boys. The children in this stage will stay for a period 
of 30 days and niahts. During the day, they take part in 
special activities and group meetings. Excursions are made 
to museums, parks, and recreational facilities. Group 
meetings involve discussions based on questions such as 
"why am I on the streets?" and "where will I be five years 
from now?". The children are given all of their meals, and 
they are expected to take part in sharing household duties 
such as dishwashing, sweeping, and cleaning the bathroom 
facilities. Personal hygiene is emphasized at this stage 
and each boy is given soap and clean clothes. Drugs are 
absolutely forbidden, but the children are allowed to smoke 
cigarettes.
Each house has a director and three educators who live 
in the house with the boys. Sometimes volunteers will 
spenu time with the children during the day. The boys are 
given Sundays as 'free days' when they can do whatever they
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please. In many cases, a child will visit his old galleda 
or camada and decide not to return to the program. The 
Liberia stage has the highest drop out rate of all the 
program steps. Frequently, the boys miss their friends, 
drugs, or even just the freedom they had on the streets. 
This is expected by the educators, and they make no attempt 
to keep the boys 'locked in'. But once a child leaves 
Liberia he must begin at stage one with the Once in order 
to reenter the program. According to program 
statistics, 15% of the boys leave one time before they 
decide to stay in the program permanently. 7% leave two 
times, and 10% leave the program and never come back. The 
boys are allowed three chances in Liberia before the 
program will prohibit him from reentering.
Once a group of children have completed 30 days in 
Liberia, they are given a 'graduation* party, and then they 
are ready to move on to Bosconia. Bosconia, the third 
program stage, has the objective of personalization.
Within Bosconia, the boys are integrated into a special 
process of group living, workmanship, and education.
The boys are divided up into groups of 15, depending 
on their age and length of time with the program. Each 
group has its own dormitory, and given an Indian name such 
as Tayronas, Yanubas, or Quimbayas, which refer to the 
indigenous tribes of Colombia. The children continuously
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move up through the tribes until they graduate to La 
Florida. These tribes are very important aa they promote 
brotherhood, trust, and cooperation among the boys: they 
are the galladas of the progran. Each group will have a 
set of chores within the house, and discussion meetings 
each evening.
The boys are sent to a special school during the day 
called La Arcadia. La Arcadia is owned and run by the 
program, and follows a special teaching method developed by 
the program directors and educators. As the majority of 
boys have had only one to three years of primary education, 
it is difficult to place them in a public school where they 
would be much less advanced than most of their classmates. 
For this reason, the program opened La Arcadia, in order to 
provide each child with practical reading and writing 
skills, and advancing them to higher levels as they are 
ready, and not by a preplanned schedule. La Arcadia also 
has a large vegetable garden where the boys are taught 
basic cultivation techniques.
On most days the boys are sent to Chibchala, a school 
once run by the Salesian order, where vocational workshops 
are located. The boys may choose to learn carpentry, 
mechanics, welding, masonry, painting, pottery, and 
leatherworking. They are also taught useful skills such as 
how to mend their own clothes. The boys may make things
t o r  thanaalvaa, such as baits, wallsts, or artistic works, 
but thsy ars also sxpsctad to make things for thair 
'community', liks curtains, rugs, or trashcans. By 
working, ths children ars taught discipline, 
self-satisfaction and coumunity cooperation. The boys are 
paid for their work with 'florines', the currency of the 
program. The children may use the florines to buy clothes, 
toys, books, candy, or cigarettes at the Cooperative in La 
Plorida. This gives each child the freedom to spend his 
money on whatever he chooses. Most often, the child will 
spend his first florines on new clothes. The program has 
no uniform for the children, as they are expected to take 
care of their own appearance, and dress themselves 
according to their personal preference. This is important 
in promoting the objective of personalization: each child
must feel that he is unique and free to make his own 
decisions. In fact, if a child wants to buy something that 
is not available in the Cooperative, he is allowed to cash 
in his florines for Colombian pesos.
Ths children are given free time every evening at 
Bosconia when they may study or participate in recreational 
activities. Bosconia has a courtyard with basketball 
courts and an area for soccer matches. Ths game room has 
ping pong tables, chess sets, board games, and cards. 
Bosconia also has a library filled with both textbooks and
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novels for children. Holiday parties and week-end 
excursions are often arranged by the children themselves in 
consultation with the educators.
Once the boys reach the age of 14, they are sent on to 
La Florida. Commonly called "The Boys' Republic", La 
Florida is located on the outskirts of Bogota. It is a 
small city of 500 boys, and includes houses, workshops, an 
all-purpose auditorium, a high school, the Cooperative, and 
a bank. La Florida is governed and economically 
administered by the children. Representatives are 
democratically elected every six months to serve on the 
various cabinets and councils.
The General Assembly is the highest authority, which 
is made up of every boy, and the Adult Advisory of 
educators and directors. The Government Council is headed 
by a Mayor, and has five additional members who are the 
secretaries of Government, Housing, and Education, a Judge, 
and a Community Defender. The Advisory of Chiefs is a 
council consisting of the 32 leaders or 'chiefs' of the 
community tribes. The Republic has a Constitution that was 
written by the children in 1975.
Each tribe in La Florida lives in its own house, and 
•very house is equipped with a kitchen and bathroom. The 
tribes share all duties and responsibilities of the 
household, under the supervision of the elected chief.
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Each triba takas a turn parforming Civic Sarvica duty for 
tha community. When a triba is on Civic Sarvica, tha triba 
■embers ara suspandad fro® all ordinary activities for a 
waak in ordar to bo tha community administrators. This 
involvas attanding visitors, suparvising work schadulas, 
and dedicating tine to tha study of tha progra® philosophy 
and Constitution.
La Florida is filled with gardens where tha boys 
cultivate roses, carrots, and potatoes. In the workshops 
they continue specializing in vocational and artistic 
skills. La Florida has two bands, one for advanced players 
who ara instructed by professors fro® the National 
Univarsity, and a secondary band for beginners. Tha 
advanced band has won various coapatitions including 
national awards. There ara various clubs for theatre and 
sports, as wall as several choral groups.
Tha florin is the currency of the city, and a special 
community bank provides services such as savings accounts 
and exchanges. The value of the florin will vary depending 
on the financial state of the city. The Government may 
devaluate the florin at any time, or raise its value when 
the city receives extra money from various community 
projects. The florines can be used at the Cooperative, or 
at the cafe where the boys can buy soft drinhs and snacks.
As La Florida is funded and supported by several
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prlvata organizations, most of then cath'^ic, there is a 
stong enphasis on religion within the city. Although 
Catholicism is not obligatory, the children are strongly 
encouraged to take part in religious activities and 
classes. Mass is given every Sunday and on religious 
holidays. The boys are not required to attend these 
services, although most of them do.
Boaconia-La Florida:__Fundacion Servicio Juvenil
The Fundacion Servicio Juvenil is a private project of 
the Bosconia-La Florida program, and thus does not receive 
any funding from the city government. The Juvenile 
Industry was established to integrate the children irto a 
community labor system. The boys may be actual workers or 
associates of the Industry, which is a self-financing 
operation. The Industry now has four recycling projects 
within the city which have been tremendously successful.
The hired children will collect bottles and paper and then 
resell them to vendors at a contracted price. The 
children are given wheeled carts, overalls, and gloves for 
this work, as well as bathing facilities and lunch. The 
children are given their wages in the form of a 'savings 
account'. After two months of work, the child may receive 
a portion of his savings if he so chooses. If the child 
quits, he is given everything within his account. With
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this system the child is more easily able to save money, 
and it safeguards the child's earnings from robbery.(41)
Bgaconla-La Florida;__Girls' Home
In 1980, Father Nicolo decided to open up a dormitory 
for girla who had been orphaned, abandoned, or abused.
This girls' home is called 'Juventud Unida' or 'United 
Youth', where over 100 girls from ages 7 to 17 live. The 
facilites include classrooms for primary schooling, as well 
as workshops for gardening, sewing, construction, music, 
sports, and swimming. Older girls may also use the 
facilities of La Florida or the Fundacion Servicio Juvenil 
for educational and recreational purposes.
As the girls home is a relatively new project for the 
Bosconia-La Florida program, guidelines and goals have not 
been as completely developed as have the projects for 
gauges. However, a few primary objectives of United Youth 
ar**
1. ) to understand the insecurity that naturally 
affects a young girl who has been traumatized by 
misery, and to find ways to decrease that insecurity.
2. ) to teach the girls how to care for children and 
households.
3. ) to facilitate study, and teach them to work with 
dignity.
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4. ) to emphasize the healthy components of the 
family*
5. ) to reinforce the girls' belief in themselves and 
that as human beings they have the right to live 
without being exploited by anyone else.
Although this project provides a sorely needed service it 
does, nonetheless tend to reinforce the traditional role of 
the woman in terms of morality and in terms of her position 
within society.
Bosconia-La Florida: Guidelines for Educators
Father Nicolo and the founding educators of the 
program have developed an extensive list of guidelines for 
directors, teachers and participants of the program. It is 
their belief that adult workers must be consistent in their 
attitudes, teaching, and manner with the children, so that 
the program will function cohesively and according to set 
standards. Therefore, Father Nicolo has devised a complete 
set of rules and specific objectives for all levels of the 
program, including program beliefs on certain issues of 
concern and interest. These rules are listed in Musaranas. 
the program guide of Bosconia-La Florida.
First of all these comprehensive guidelines are 
divided into 14 categories or issues which include: the
educator, the leader, methods of work, self-government,
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religion, art, parties and holidays, punishment, women, 
sex(. the gamin, drugs, robbery and freedom. These 
guidelines have the dual purpose of training the educators 
who deal with the gamines on a daily basis and are geared 
towards socializing the gamin. Furthermore, these 
guidelines are a statement of purpose and practice of the 
Bosconia-La Florida project as well as being a cornerstone 
of the methods employed. Because of all these reasons, 
these sets of guidelines based on mutual trust, community 
awareness and high moral values should be summarized.
In the first category referring to the educator, the 
fact that this person should set a good example is 
of ultimate importance. As a role model, the educator 
should make sacrifices, be responsible and be willing to 
serve others. The idea of reciprocity and community 
service is here emphasized through the educator. A 
committed person, the educator must demonstrate obedience 
and gain authority on merits yet he must not accept orders 
blindly. Evidently responsible authority is given priority 
at all times. As far as the practical aspects of being an 
educator, the priority should always be to work on a 
voluntary basis and to lead the children to the highest 
levels of their individual capacity. Educators need to 
provide children with security but should not exercise 
authority unilaterally. Guidance should be used and the
child given tha freedom to decide. As such, arguing with a 
child is prohibited and if the program ie unsuccessful the 
fault likes with the educator and not with the child.
The leader is the key element in the program because 
of its practice of breaking the community of boys into 
working groups. Each group must have a leader in order to 
function efficiently. The leader is the figure of 
authority within the group yet should lead responsibly on 
the basis of friendship and good will. Here again, we can 
see the benefits of the well ordered community being 
underscored. Role models are again stressed where the 
leader is expected to set the example for the community 
being the first to begin work and the last to quit. The 
leader is also expected to set a good moral example by 
being community-minded, amiable, truthful, friendly and a 
good worker. Here, the guidelines explicitly begin to 
delineate the notion of good and bad. A good community 
member works for the general good while a bad one, 
presumably, engages in negative and anti-social acts. This 
fact is underlined by the guidelines when they state that 
the satisfaction of the leader comes only when the 
satisfaction of all group members has been achieved.
In the section on the methods of work that the 
children should embark on, it is stressed that the work 
structure has to be dynamic and sensitive to the needs of
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the children. In thia case, "reflection in action" is the 
basic principle. In other words, the educator must learn 
as he works, sharing with the child and developing his 
creativity. Routine must be avoided and spontanaity 
encouraged. Here again one can see the guidelines' intent 
to mold a good citizen by emphasizing the positive aspects 
of order, discipline and promptness. However, they do try 
to be sensi' ive to the childrens' predicament by 
recognizing the need for pragmatic change and individuality 
as a form of self-esteem. In this sense, the idea of a 
life on tne streets is not seen as abnormal but rather as a 
form of oppression by an alienating society. The child 
then is seen as a victim and not as a delinquent. 
Consequently, criticism on the part of the educators should 
be constructive rather than destructive with adequate 
explanations given when a child does something incorrectly.
Self-government is important in the life of the 
community; it administrates yet should be the result of 
mutual collaboration devoid of any selfish or heirarchical 
elements. It aims at being a truly democratic, popular and 
grassroots organization providing rules enacted by and 
applicable to all. The main principle in this section is 
that self-government is the opposite of manipulation and is 
made possible only through good educators. Here we can see 
how the different categories within the guidelines begin to
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reinforce ona another.
The section on religion is even more tolling of how 
the program tends to give priority to Christian values like 
goodness, honesty, cleanliness, and love and fear of God. 
H*r», the most perfect role model, Christ, finally comes 
into play. Christ is seen both as a perfect man and as a 
liberator which the children should look to for 
deliverance. While careful to state that pious exercises 
are not religion, that the religious opinion of each child 
should be respected and that religion can be the opium of 
the people, the guidelines state that the program seeks to 
inspire Christianity as a fundamental tool against 
injustice thus making it practical the minds of the 
children who can rely on it in times of need.
Incorporating some elements of liberation theology, it 
seeks to promote Christianity by equating it to the 
struggle against the misery of a gamin's life.
Art is encouraged as a means of creative, spontaneous 
and individual expression. This is a key element in the 
development of a child's self-esteem and a reflection of a 
child's dssires and problems. Children, then, are 
encouraged to express themselves in artistic language.
Parties and holidays also need to be regulated in so 
far as they are a pleasant form of education. Parties fill 
recreational needs but also function as culminating events
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after a wall-programmed period of actlvltiaa. Claarly, 
than, partlas and holidays ara uaad as a typa of raward for 
tha good community mamber. A sense of order is also 
implicit in that parties mark the end of a cycle and the 
beginning of another.
The carrot and stick approach becomes even more 
apparent when one looks at tha section on punishment. The 
fact that this section is included in the guidelines at all 
is very telling. In an organization that encourages and 
even glorifies th? freedom of the gamines, this section 
points to tha contradictions of tha program which is, in 
actual fact, molding tha gamin into tha modal citizen. The 
guidelines hare are quick to qualify the idea of punishment 
by saying that it is tha least affective way of modifying 
human conduct and that tha program emphatically opposes any 
theory of punishment. Than in a patronizing tone, they go 
on to categorically state tha belief in the goodness of the 
gamin, going back to the recurring theme of good and bad. 
This section disqualifies the notion and use of any typa of 
punishment preferring dialogue, affection and care.
When referring to women, tha guidelines state that 
the consumer society has made the woman into an object of 
propaganda, negotiation, and prostitution. While they seek 
to promote respect for women, they emphasize motherly love. 
This is especially important to the gamines, many of whom
hava not had the real presence of a woman as mother, coming 
as they do from broken families. The emphasis in this case 
is on the traditional role of women, although the 
guidelines do try to promote a less prejudiced attitude 
towards women.
The section on sex is practical but also moralistic 
and paternalistic in tone. Here again, the role of the 
educator is seen as fundamental in that he should be very 
mature and knowledgable on the matter so that he may teach 
and guide the gamin. The sexual experiences of the boys 
should be discussed only at appropriate times and must 
never be subject to public commentary; pornography should 
be criticized as the result of a consumer society and 
homsexuality should be looked upon not as a sickness but 
rather as a sympton of an affective problem. These 
precepts, actually, are behavioural guidelines based on 
Christian principles instilled in the children on a daily 
basis through the program.
The eleventh section deals with the gamin. Guidelines 
refer to him condescendingly as a special child who has 
been forced to opt for a miserable life coupled with the 
freedom of the streets. The fact that a gamin is an 
oppressed victim of society in need of help is again 
underscored bringing with it the notion of Christian 
charity. Continuing the paternalistic attitude, the
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guidelines stress that despite the harsh reality of life, 
the gamin is still a child who has suffered more from a 
lack of affection than from the cold or from hunger. The 
benefits of community life are also discussed pointing out 
that the gamin survives through an affiliation to his 
camada. The obvious implication is that the groups within 
the program will take over this role in a more effective 
way.
As the gamin is to be rehabilitated so that he can be 
placed back into the mainstream of life, drugs must be 
forbidden. Here, the guidelines are very explicit seeing 
drugs as the root cause of all problems. The educator has 
an important role in this case as the guidelines equate 
friendship between the educator and his charge with the 
elimination of the child's drug addiction. Drugs should be 
discussed openly (unlike sex) to avoid making them 
mysterious and tempting. The educator should fight a 
child's inclination for drugs by making him feel secure and 
confident in himself. Th* avoidance of drugs is, then, 
made a factor in the social responsibility of the gamin.
In order to avoid the other common feature of a 
gamin's life, namely, robbery, the concept of community and 
the notion of good and bad is again invoked. The base 
community holds everything in common ownership and so, if 
any individual steals, it is an attack against the entire
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community. Again, this la viawad aa an anti-aocial and, 
tharafora, bad act. Howavar, on thin point, tha guidalinaa 
try to ba sanaitiva whan thay stata that among gaminaa 
robbery ia protected by the "law of ailence" or, honor 
among thievea. Thia sensitivity, however, gives way to 
more pragmatic suggeations with the statement that there ia 
no reason to distrust children but neither is there reason 
to give them an opportunity to steal. In this case, the 
above statement about a gamin's inherent goodness is 
obviously forgotten. Also, the guidelines take the 
prevention approach: through care and the development of
community-minded morals, robberies should never occur.
Finally, the guidelines deal with the concept of 
freedom which is the overriding characteristic of a gamin 
and the attraction of life on the streets. Taking this 
into consideration, the guidelines are careful to 
incorporate the concept while attempting to control it.
The gamin, it is stated, has a profound desire to be free. 
This freedom is in direct opposition to the consumer 
society which stifles the child's aspirations to get 
satisfaction out of life. The program, then, provides the 
opportunity for the gamin to exercise his freedom and to 
experiment with new forms. However, it also brings the 
gamin into a controlled and supervised atmosphere which 
hopes to slowly wean the child from the freedom of
streetlife into an acceptable life within the framework of 
law and order. This concept is euphemistically disguised 
by the program which refers to it as "an environmental 
therapy of freedom". As a result, the guidelines boast a 
lack of security guards or fences to keep the gamin in 
against his will. It is up to the gamin to exercise his 
freedom for change. This really is the fundamental aim of 
the program: to condition the gamin to want change and
consequently to leave his street life on his own decision. 
The drawback, and this too is realized by the guidelines, 
is that by depriving a gamin of his liberty too early, he 
may be pushed into delinquency.
These guidelines, as we have seen, attempt to be aware 
of the problems of gamines but their main drawback is that 
they are written from the point of view of and for the use 
of educators. In this way, no matter how sensitive, they 
tend to reinforce traditional moral views as well as the 
heirarchical divisons within society in spite of the fact 
that they also develop socialist, community-oriented 
principles. Reinforcing stereotypes and the notion of 
good and bad, guilt and reward, the guidelines are onl/ an 
intention of purpose and their success or failure lies in 
how they are implemented.
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BQflgQnift-Lfl IlflElda.;__Evaluation
Bosconia-La Florida is one of the largest, most 
comprehensive organizations for gamines known in Latin 
America. Obviously it provides the desperately needed 
service of taking children off of the streets and giving 
them access to shelter, food and education. The program 
has been an influential voice in promoting the rights of 
gamines against exploitation and abuse. Bosconia-La 
Florida is internationally recognized as a 'model' program 
for the rehabilitation of gamines. I do believe however, 
that some fundamental contradictions do exist within the 
program which should be addressed. These observations come 
from my experience as a volunteer within the program. They 
are first impressions only and may reiterate previous 
analyses made of the guidelines.
First, the program does have several strong points 
worth mentioning. Many of the educators are very dedicated 
individuals who were once gamines themselves. They know 
the streets, the ollas, and the slang, and thus have a much 
better understanding of the gamin's way of thinking.
Gamines respond well to these educators and seem to feel a 
certain camaraderie and bond of unity. Hardworking 
educators will often be sent to university classes and/or 
national and international conferences at the expense of
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the program. If an educator is loyal to the program, the 
program will reward him very generously. Another strength 
of the program is the initial freedom it allows the gamines 
upon entering the program. The fact that a gamin can leave 
and re-enter the program three different times is quite 
generous on the part of the program which sees to such a 
large number of children. The excursions organized for the 
boys are well-planned and fun. The boys especially enjoy 
the trips to public pools as most of them have never been 
swimming before. The program provides very good medical 
service, often arranging major operations for boys with 
serious health problems. They have a network of volunteer 
nurses and doctors who donate their services on a regular 
basis. The workshops are also a strong point in the 
program, as they train and specialize the boys with 
vocational skills which are very practical for them when 
ti seek employment after graduation. In fact, many 
community businesses and industries hire workers directly 
from La Florida. All of these factors have played a direct 
role in promoting the international reputation 
of Bosconia-La Florida.
Throughout the program's goals and guidelines, the 
primary emphasis is on the child as a free individual. The 
program strongly denounces routine and depersonalization, 
yet its structure is extremely strict and rigid, with an
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overabundance of rules and regulations. The boys are 
expected to wake up, bathe, and eat all meals at the same 
time. The majority of their daytime activities are 
regulated. There is a strong emphasis c discipline and 
order which is very militaristic. In Camarin, before the 
boys sit down for a meal, they have to line up according to 
height and stand at attention. While the educator yells 
out the commands, the boys will throw their shoulders back, 
stick out their chins, and click their heels. Such rituals 
seem to be in obvious contradiction with the program 
guideline which states that routine is dangerous and should 
be avoided. In a large program like Boeconia-La Florida, 
the need for some order is necessary for ultimate 
efficiency, but military exercises seem a bit severe.
The religious aspect of the program is also 
troublesome. Catholicism is not discussed but, rather, 
taught to the children. The boys are expected to memorize 
bible verses, prayers, and songs as part of their 
rehabilitation. Program guidelines say that the religious 
opinions of each child are to be respected, yet Catholicism 
is considered to be the only path which will lead to a 
'good life1. Many of the private donors of the program are 
wealthy Catholics who will occasionally visit one of the 
houses. While I was working as a volunteer, an older 
couple came to visit the children in Bosconia. The
children were gathered and then the man proceeded to give a 
35 m5nute sermon on the 'sins' of the gamines. He 
congratulated the boys for casting away the devil by 
becoming 'children of Christ' within the program. His 
well-dressed wife passed out candies to the boys, being 
very careful not to touch them. A program director then 
thanked the couple and told the boys to give a big round of 
applause for their visiting 'friends'. This incident is a 
perfect example of the contradictory messages being given 
to the children. On the one hand, they are told that they 
have been victims and are not to blame for their former 
wrongdoings, yet they are also reminded time after time how 
'privileged' they are to be a part of the program, that 
poverty is somehow sinful, and that gamines cannot be 
included in God's world. These messages can also be seen 
during the graduation ceremony after the Liberia stage.
One of the traditional rituals includes a bonfire into 
which gamines throw pieces of their clothing to symbolise a 
'casting off' of their past. Symbolically, the child is 
destroying his past, as opposed to just putting it aside.
Social issues are seldom raised within the program. 
There is no discussion of the obvious injustice and 
inequality of Colombian social structures and institutions. 
Possible explanations of poverty and family decomposition 
are not raised. The children are reinforced with
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idaologias of 'gatting ahaad' and 'aaming' succaaa. Thara 
ia navar mention of analyzing tha roots of problems such as 
unemployment or vielance in tha countryside. Although the 
"Boys' Republic" underscores the importance of community 
development and sharing, while harshly criticizing tha 
capitalist society outside of the Republic, the program 
promotes its own capitalistic enterprises. The program 
work ethic emphasizes the measure of human worth based upon 
work. Florinas are saved in special accounts so that 
children may save enough to buy material goods from the 
Cooperative. The program has actually developed its own 
little consumer society within the Republic, and reportedly 
there is even a black market for florines. obviously any 
notions of equal distribution of goods and wealth have 
backfired in the Rebublic, whose economic system cones 
close to mirroring that of the outside world.
The educators have little freedom to sway from program 
guidelines. Educators who do not believe in the inherent 
righteousness of program ideologies do not usually stay for 
very long. Because most of the educators are graduates of 
La Florida they are very loyal to Father Nicolo and thus 
obligated to adhere to each program guideline. They are 
trained within the philosophy of the program, and the rules 
of criticism do not apply here.
Issues such as homo:sexuality and drug abuse are
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discussed in very vague terms. Both are considered natural 
street activites, but they are strictly taboo acts once 
inside the program. No special attention is given to drug 
addicts, nor are the harmful effects of drugs discussed in 
any detail. The children are basically told that drugs are 
■bad' and that they may not be used within the program. 
Homosexuality is treated in a very interesting manner as 
well. If a boy seems to have homosexual tendencies (beyond 
the natural sexual curiosity of a child) he is first given 
more 'exposure' to females by being sent to special 
activities at the Girls' Home. If his tendencies continue 
even after his contact with girls, he is sent to a 
counselor or psychologist. If after counseling the boy 
still admits to homosexuality, then the program believes 
that his last hope lies in asking God to help 'cleanse him' 
of this abnormalcy. The program rejection of homosexuality 
as an individual preference negates their own principles of 
freedom and self-determination.
The very small number of women educators is another 
area of concern. Program guidelines state that women 
should be given full respect and that they are invaluable 
to the program. The guidelines also state that the boys 
should become 'new men' without falling into 'machismo'.
Yet the program itself relegates women to inferior 
positions. In Camarin, the director and educators were all
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male. The only female employee was a woman hired to work 
in the kitchen. In the Girls' Home little emphasis is 
given to formal education, but rather the importance of the 
family and household is stressed. The girls are taught how 
to cook and clean, as well as do their own laundry. In the 
boys' homes, female employees are hired to do laundry.
Most of the women with whom the boys ever have contact with 
are in positions of servitude. The boys may be told that 
women are to be respected, but they are shown another 
story.
As the Bosconia-La Florida program has been 
internationally recognized as a leader in delinquent 
rehabilitation, it attracts many visitors from around the 
world. Therefore, the educators who now visit the camadas 
during the calle-calle stage are often accompanied by 
journalists, photographers, and investigators. The gamines 
are turned into objects of curiosity and spectacle, as 
these visitors photograph them and fish for stories which 
will provide for scandalous headlines or broadcasts.
It is unfortunate that the Bosconia-La Florida program 
is not more dynamic in structure. While it has excellent 
facilities and very good intentions, the program puts the 
children through a formula which serves to depersonalize 
them. Once the children graduate, they will be 
God-fearing, civic-minded adults who do not question the
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system, but instead will become a part of it. For this 
reason, it is very likely that Bosconia-La Florida will 
continue with full support from the government. Colombian 
policy makers are delighted to point to Bosconia-La Florida 
as the answer to the problem of gaminismo. As long as 
immediate problems seem to be solved by this 
rehabilitation, the roots of the problem will continue to 
be shuffled aside and ignored.
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